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THE CLASSIFICATIONS OF METAMORPHIC ROCKS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO

-" AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

Various digital terrain data bases (DLMS, PTADB, TTADB, etc.) require different
levels of rock type information. In order to provide such information via air photo

.. interpretation procedures, it is necessary to discover and evaluate pattern element in-
dicators of the rock systems, e.g. igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic, as well as of
the specific rock types within these systems. Furthermore, such indicators are needed
before knowledge-based systems can be developed as part of interactive analysis systems

for identifying rock material on imagery. At present, identifying metamorphic rocks by
air photo interpretation procedures is very difficult, and there are few, if any, reliable
indicators for consistently separating metamorphic from igneous and sedimentary rocks,
much less for identifying specific metamorphic rock types. This study is directed toward
developing such indicators for metamorphic rocks.

Regionally metamorphosed rocks are classified and mapped in several ways:
by texture, by facies or composition, and by formation. The textural classification is the
method used by Belcher and others (1951), von Bandat (1962), and Way (1973)

a,' and forms the basis for the published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on air
." .photos (Ehlen, 1983). In this method, the rocks are classified by their physical ap-

pearance in hand specimen or outcrop, e.g. slatey. schistose, gneissic. Rocks with slatey
.- cleavage or foliation are formed of very small, tabular mineral grains and split into thin,

even slabs (figure 1). Roofing slates are an example. Schistose rocks contain mineral
'- grains that are large enough to be recognized in hand specimen, are well foliated, and

- ' cleave into thin flakes (figure 2). Schistose rocks often contain large mineral grains
" called porphyroblasts. Gneissic rocks are generally coarse grained and are formed of
• "" alternating bands of light and dark minerals arranged parallel to each other (figure 3).
i Gneissic rocks commonly exhibit a coarse-prained planar fabric and may also be lenticular

in texture. Typical textural rocks names are garnet schist and biotite gneiss.

• .. A second way to classify metamorphic rocks is by composition (mineral assem-
• -iblages) or facies. Each facies represents a section of a pressure/temperature continuum in
i. which certain specified mineral associations can occur; exactly which minerals comprise
~a stable assemblage depends on the combination of temperature, pressure, and original
- composition. Use of this classification relies on one's ability to identify critical minerals

'.- in a rock and normally requires the use of microscopic and other laboratory methods.
.'.'.The name given to a rock includes the names of the major stable minerals and the facies
"". to which that assemblage belongs, such as orthopyroxene-plagioclase granulite.

-..,
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FIGURE 1. Characteristic appearance of a slate outcrop, west-central Vermont.

ILI

SOURCE: Photo by F-an Zen.

FIGURE 2. Characteristic appearance of a schist, north west Connecticut.
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FIGURE 3. Gneissic banding near West Point, New York.

The third way to classify metamorphic rocks, by formational unit, is probably
the most common on geologic maps (Zen and Hartshorn, '966; Zen and Ratcliffe,
1971. for example). This method relies on precise boundary delineation, and naming
or identifying tbhe rock units is accomplished by using either the textural or facies classifi-
cation. In addition. ths approach involves recognizing the premetamorphic stratigraphic
relationships between different rock types in that th.~ premetamorphic lithologies,
sedimentary characteristics, and/or fossils form the basis for mapping, regardless of
changes in composition caused by metamorphism. In low- to mediumn-grade rocks, this
can be relatively easy, but it becomes much more difficult with^^^^^^^^^^hig^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^er^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^grade^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^rocks^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^be-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ponents, r facies

Thes ar th thre cassficaionmetods seduy ost eolgiss. Al treehav
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Although the textural classification indicates relative grade (slatey-low, schistose-
medium; gneissic-high). the textural rock names say little about the composition or
origin of the rocks. The practice of' adding tile names of primary mineral components
to the textural name, such as hornblende gneiss or kyanite schist, however, does provide
some information about both present and original composition of the rock. Although
the textural classification is relatively simple and is easy to use in the field, problems
arise when this method is used in conjunction with air photo interpretation procedures.
The use of this classification implies that foliation is apparant on air photos, but this is
not usually the case. Allure ^ 1960-6^), for instance, indicates that linear patterns in .^
metasedimentary terrains that could be interpreted as folhation on air photos are usually -
ferences in landfornm and drainage patterns that are discernible on air photos. "

The facies classification is probably the most useful of the three becausc it is based
on the lithoiogy of the rocks as they are. It is not strictly based on composition, because
rocks of the same original composition can occur in different facies or subfacies. de-
pending on the degree of metanmrphism. This classification, however, much more
directly reflects composition than do the other two methods of classification. No work
has as yet been done to relate air photo patterns and metamorphic facies, but because

- igneous and sedimentary rocks can be identified on air photos by composition (Ehlen.
1976. 1981, and unpublished data), it seems reasonable that distinctive photo patterns
can be determined for each metamorphfic facies and/or subfacies. A much greater know-
ledge of metamorphic petrology is required to verify rock type predictions using the
facies classification than for either the textural classification or the formnationai approach,
so the potential usefulness of this classification on air photos is. in practice, limited.
Verification of facies or subfacies predictions can also be difficult because facies are

ii rarely indicated on geologic maps and are usually described textually. lsograds. lines
' representing the points of appearance and disappearance of specified minerals, are oc-

casionally shown on geologic maps, however; and although isograds are not strict i-
,-.-, .. representations of facies or subfacies, they usually provide the information required for
S"facies or subfacies determinations. "A

i Although the formational approach relies on precise boundary delineation and
'.'- does not entail the naming of rock units, it is included here because it is the most corn-!
• _- monly used method for mapping metamorphic rocks. There are problems, however, with•
..'-", using the formational approach to classify metamorphic rocks on air photos. Regional ,
" " metamorphism is areal in extent; thus, one part of a sedimentary formation may have

been metamorphosed while another part may remain in its original state. In addition.'
~~the degree of metamorphism can vary laterally across a formation as well as along the I

length of a formation. This could be particularly confusing from the air photo interpre-
tation point of view. Nevertheless, there is no apparent reason, why this approach could
not be used on air photos: it works quite well with sedimentary rocks (Ehlen, 1981).
Each formational lithology or combination of lithologies should exhibit distinctive land-

[" form and drainage patterns. A problem could arise when the boundaries between dif-
*~l ferent metamorphic grades (indicated on geologic maps by isograds) occur at an angle

i-Y  to formational boundaries. In such cases. similar rocks can occur in different formations.
t- and the landform and drainage patterns would reflect the differences in existing, rather
|.'.i "than premetamorphic. lithology. The photo interpreter would probably delineate areas
' of similar rock type rather than consistent formational units.

9



OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to determine which, if any, of the systems of clas-
sifying metamorphic rocks can be used to identify metamorphic rocks on air photos.
Consequently, all photo analyses and predictions of rock type were completed prior
to field work, perusal of the literature, or comparison to the geologic maps for verifi-
cation. Three areas in the northeastern United States were selected to evaluate these
systems (figure 4). The first area, near Rutland, Vermont, consists of low-grade rocks.
primarily slates and phyllites (figure 5). The second area, in southwestern Massachusetts.
consists of similar rocks, but the phyllites are slightly higher in grade than in the Vermont
area, and marbles are also present (figure 6). The third area, centered on West Point.
New York, consists of high-grade rocks, primarily gneisses (figures 7 and 8). All three
areas have undergone regional metamorphism. Continental glaciation has also affected
each of the three areas; the glacial effects on topography are least significant in the
West Point, New York, area. ;

PROCEDURES

The photos used in each study area are listed in table 1. One photo analysis was"
.- done in the Vermont area and one was done in the Massachusetts area. Two photo i

• • analyses were done in the West Point. New York. area; one at 1:120,000 scale and a "
[i second at 1:35,000 scale. Figure 9 shows the location of the 1:35.000 scale photos.

in relation to the i: 120.000 scale West Point. New York. study area. The photo analysis -
i procedures used in this study are described in Frost and others (1951). Rinker and :

Frost (1981). and Rinker and CorI (1983). Each study area was evaluated on the air
photos in terms of the pattern elements: landform, drainage-plan, drainage-cross section,

,'" photo tone, and photo texture; the pattern element descriptions for the photo mapping•
,..,-. units in the Vermont and West Point. New York, areas are published in Ehlen (1983), and -
, those for the Massachusetts area are shown in appendix A. The phuto mapping units in
,-. each area are shown in figures 10. 1iI, 12. and 13.

TABLE !. Photography used in the three study areas .

-,Type of Origin of _
-. Area Photography ~ Photography Scale -

Vermont Panchromatic ASCS. 1942 1:20.000 "

I)CC-3-155. 156 . 157

Massachusetts Panchromatic ASCS. 1952 1:20.000

I)PM-.3K-_8. 29 . 30,

West Point. (Color infrared NASA. 1973 1:120.000
New York 9703. 9704. 9705

Pan~chromatic ASCS. 1974 1 :35.000
* 174-191. 192. 193

.%.
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FIGURE 4. Index map showing the locations of the three study areas.
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FIGURE 9. Index map showing the location of the center photo of the 1 :3 5,000 scale
stereotriplet to the center photo of the 1:120,000 scale stereotniplet.
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FIGURE 12. Photo mapping units in the West Point, New York, area, 1: 120,000
scale. See tables 5 and 9 for predicted rock names and predicted facies.
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FIGURE 13. Photo mapping units in the West Point, New York, area, 1:35,000
scale. See tables 6 and 10 for predicted rock names and predicted
facies.
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Table 2 shows which classifications were evaluated in each study area. The textural

classification was evaluated in three photo analyses by comparing the pattern element
descriptions for each photo mapping unit to published pattern element descriptions for
five types of metamorphic rocks; gneiss, schist, slate, marble, and serpentine (Belcher
and others. 1951; von Bandat, 1962; Way, 1973; Ehlen, 1983). The most likely rock
name for each pattern element was selected, and the most common pattern element
name was chosen as the photo mapping unit name. These predicted names were then
compared to field observations and published geologic maps for verification. Adaptions
of the geologic maps used for verification in the Vermont area and for the 1:35,000
scale West Point analysis are shown in figures 14 and 15. These maps have been scaled to
with figures 10 and 13, and labels have been modified to simplify direct comparisons

wihthe photo analyses. Geologic maps corresponding to the 1:1 120,000 scale West Point
area analysis are shown in Ehlen (1983).

TABLE 2. The use of the classification systems for metamorphic

rocks in the three study areas

Area TetrlFormational Fce

Vermont + + + :
Massachusetts +"
West Point, New York .

11 20,000 scale analysis + +
1:35,000 scale analysis + + -

Prior to this study, there were no attempts to identify metamorphic facies by air-.
photo interpretation procedures. As a result, the facies names applied to the photo-,
mapping units are, at best, educated guesses based on unproven assumptions. The map-..
ping units in the three photo analyses in which the facies classification was used were
first ranked from highest to lowest in terms of probable metamorphic grade by deter-
mining comparative resistance to erosion in each area. The most improtant pattern ele- ..
ments for this evaluation are landform and drainage•* For example, a mapping unit that
consists of hills, has angular and straight rather than curved forms, and that has visible."
outcrop would be interpreted as consisting of hard material. Conversely, a mapping unit

~~that forms valleys, has gently rounded slopes and a high-density drainage pattern, has r

•*Other factors, such as lithology and structure, do affect resistance to erosion, but these
factors are, in practice, included within landform as used here.

421 _
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FIGURE 1 5. Geologic map of the West Point. New York. area, 1.35.000 scale
photo analysis, adapted from Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data).
Unit gngr is gneiss and granite; gn 1. quartz plagioclase gneiss, gn

9 2, hornblende granite gneiss, gn 3. granite gneiss, gn 4, hornblende
diorite gneiss; gn 5, biotite gneiss; a. amnphibolite; s, schist; ga.
gabbro, dotted pattern, pegmatite dikes; solid pattern. inafic dikes.

23



curved rather than straight forms, and no visible outcrop would be interpreted as con-
sisting of soft material. The first of these mapping units would have a higher resistance
to erosion than the second mapping unit. The least-resistant mapping units were assumed
to be lowest in metamorphic grade, and the most-resistant units, highest in grade. Low-
grade rocks were in turn assumed to be of low facies (pumpelleyite/prehnite or green-

." schist); whereas, high-grade rocks were assumed to be of higher facies (amphibolite or
granulite). Specific facies names were then applied accordingly, and the predictions were
compared to the literature for verification. The facies classification was difficult to verify
because such information is usually not presented on geologic maps and because facies
often vary within formational or textural units. Table 3 shows the regional metamorphic
facies (Barrovian-type metamorphism) and the approximate conditions under which
each facies is thought to form.

U TABLE 3. Metamorphic facies and the approximate conditions
under which they form

._ Facies Temperature, °e Pressure, kb l

S°"i Pumpelleyite/prehnite Below 350 3-5

. Lower 300-350/400 3-8
.. - Greenschist,.

- Upper 350-400/500 3-8

'-" Lower 450/500-550 3--8
~Amphibolite 2

~Upper 550-650/700 3-8

."Granulite Above 650 3--I12

l  The formational approach was tested in two photo analyses by comparing the

.°-: photo mapping unit boundaries to formational contacts on published geologic maps.
• The geologic maps were enlarged to photo scale and superposed on the overlays; the
-- boundaries were compared visually. The geologic maps used for verifying formational
- boundaries are shown in figures 14 and 16.

".'- i'winkler, !l.G.l:. 1979. Petrology of Metamorphic Rocks. 5th edition: Springcr-Vcrlag New York. Inc.. 348 p.;
Schiffman. P. and Liou, J.G. i1980. "Synthesis and stability relations of Mg-Al pumpelleyite, Ca 4 A 15 MgSi 6 0 2 1(OII) 7 ."'

O Jounal of Pe'trology, vol. 21, p. 441-474.

i 2The term "amphibolite" is used in two ways. Amphibolite facies rocks arc defined in this table; amphibolites are
-i metamorphic rocks that contain 50% or more of an amphibole mineral, usually hornblende. Amphibolites are usu.,dly
• ' either amphibolite or granulite facies.

" 24So
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FIGURE 16. Geologic map of the Massachusetts area, adapted from Zen and Harts-
horn (1966) and Zen and Ratcliffe (1971). Unit A is the Everett
Formation, green and gray-green phyllite; B, the Egremont Phyllite,
black to gray slate and phyllite; C, the Stockbridge Formation (g
member), calcitic marble; D, also calcitic marble of the Stockbridge
Formation (e member); E, sandstone, limestOn, and quartzite of the
Stockbridge Formation (f member); and F, the Walloomsac Formation,
black to gray phyllite and slate.
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RESULTS

Textural Classification*

Rock names predicted by using the textural classification are compared to rock
names from geologic maps in tables 4, 5, and 6. None of the predicted rock names for
the Vermont area (table 4) are correct, but three, those for mapping units 1,4, and 5,
are partly correct.** Table 5 shows the rock names predicted in the 1:120,000 scale
photo analysis of the West Point, New York, area compared to rock names from geologic
maps. Two of the six predictions are correct, and one is partly correct. No prediction was
made for unit G because it was thought to be sedimentary rock. The names predicted in
the 1:35,000 scale photo analysis of the West Point, New York, area are shown in table
6; two of the five predictions are correct. No prediction was made for unit 2 because
the pattern element descriptions for this mapping unit were very different from the^ ^^
descriptions in the published criteria and no name could be chosen.

"- TABLE 4. Predicted textural rock names compared to names from

.,,- geologic maps: Vermont area

.. Mapping Unit Predicted Name Geologic Map Name1

I. Schist or marble Slate and phyllite"
:' ,2 Gneiss Quartzite, graywacke,

~arkose
3 Marble Slate and phyllite
4 Schist, marble, or Slate and phyllite

- gneiss' 5 Gneiss or schist Slate and phyllite

".6 Schist Slate

-21

" *The data presented here, along with additional data, are discussed in mote detail in Ehlen (1983).

*: **Phyilte is between slate and schist in grade, and because it is not included in the published identification criteria
for metamorphic rocks, predictions of either slate or schist were considered partly correct when the rock type was

4.phyilite.

. I'zen, E-an. 1961. "Stratigraphy and structure at the north end of the Taconic Range in west-central Vermont."

G " gadSo¢uty of Anwo Buletin, voL 72, pp. 293-338.
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TABLE 5. Predicted textural rock names compared to names from
geologic maps: West Point 1:120,000 scale analysis

Mapping Unit Predicted Name Geologic Map Name

A Gneiss Gneiss
B Granite Gneiss and granite
C Schist Granite and gneiss
D Slate Gneiss
E Gneiss Gneiss
F Schist Gneiss
G No prediction made Gneiss

1Dodd, R.T., Jr. 1965. Precambrian geology of the Popolopen Lake quadrangle, New York: New York State Museum
and Science Service, Map and Chart Series, no 6; Helenek, H.L. and Mose, D., 1976, Structure, petrology and geo-
chronology of the Precambrian rocks in the Central Hudson Highlands: IN Johnson, J.H. (ed), Guidebook to Field
Excursions, 48th Annual Meeting of the New York State Geological Association, pp B-i-1 to B-1-27; Ratcliffe,
N.M. and Helenek, H.L., Bedrock geology of the Peekskill quadrangle, New York: U.^. Geological Survey Bulletin (in! --. "preparation); Ratclffe, N.M., USGS unpublished data.

-.( TABLE 6. Predicted textural rock names compared to names from

-'- geologic maps: West Point 1:35,000 scale analysis

Mapping Unit Predicted Name Geologic Map Name n  "

1 Schist Gneiss .
.- 2 No prediction made Gneiss-.
'_-3 Slate or schist Granite and gneiss
"-4 Gneiss Gneiss
•".5 Schist Marble
in6 Gneiss Gneiss

1Ratcliffe, N.M. USGS unpublished data.'-
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Table 7 summarizes the degree of success achieved using the textural classifi-
cation by combining the data from the three photo analyses. Nineteen percent of the
predictions were correct; 14 percent were partly correct; and 67 percent were wrong.*
The correct predictions were all for gneissic rocks.

TABLE 7. Success achieved using the textural classification

Rock Type Number of Percent Percent Partly Percent
Predictions Correct Correct Wrong

Gneiss 7 57 0 43
Schist 9 0 33 67
Marble 3 0 0 100
Slate 2 0 0 100

Facies Classification

Predicted facies names are compared to actual facies names in tables 8, 9, and 10.
The predictions for the Vermont area are shown in table 8. Facies were correctly pre-
dicted for unit 1, and the prediction for unit 3 was partly correct.

TABLE 8. Predicted facies compared to actual facies
for the Vermont area

• •MAPPING UNIT Predicted Facies Actual Faciest

."1Lower greenschist Lower greenschist

-.,- 2 Lower amphibolite Lower greenschist
*%. 3 Upper greenschist Lower greenschist

"""4 Upper amphibolite Lower greenschist5Upper amphibolite Lower greenschist

6 Upper amphibolite Lower greenschist

• A prediction was considered partly correct if the predicted rock type or onc of the predicted rock types was in-
cluded as one of the major rock types on the geologic map.

'Zen, personal communication, 1982.
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In the West Point 1:120,000 scale analysis, all the facies predictions were not only
incorrect, they were also consistently too low (table 9). No predictions were made for
units B and G because they were thought to be igneous and sedimentary rock, res-
pectively; unit E was thought to be quartzite. The order of the mapping units in terms
of grade was accurately determined by air photo analysis, but the position of the pre-
dictions within the facies classification was too low. Units A and D, for instance,
were correctly predicted as the highest and lowest units, respectively, in metamorphic
grade; but rather than being amphibolite facies as predicted, unit A is granulite facies.
Unit D was predicted to be pumpelleyite/prehnite or lower greenschist facies, but it
actually is amphibolite facies.

TABLE 9. Predicted facies compared to actual facies forthe 1 :120,000 scale West Point analysis

i' "I Mapping Unit Predicted Facies Actual Faciest

...- A Amphibolite Granulite
:.-B No prediction made Granulite and upper

IP amphibolite
;-.C Upper greenschist Amphibolite

.• D Pumpelleyite/prehnite Amphibolite
or greensehist

•E No prediction made Upper amphibolite
.'-F Upper greenschist Upper aniphibolite

G No prediction made Upper amphibolite

":- There is, however, a high degree of correspondence between the regional distri-
"-"° bution of the two facies and some of the boundaries between photo mapping units.
- . Figure 17 illustrates these relationships. A line along the eastern boundaries of photo
l mapping units A and the western part of B corresponds to the boundary between the

..- " granulite facies rocks of the Western Highlands Block and the amphibolite facies rocks
""i of the Canopus Fault Zone (Ratcliffe, USGS unpublished data). The fault zone itself
".',',corresponds roughly to most of unit C and to unit D. The eastern boundaries of these
,"-" two units separate the amphibolite facies rock of the fault zone proper from the upper
~amphibolite facies rocks of the Eastern Highlands Block, e.g. the eastern part of unit
_ B, parts of unit C, and units E, F, and most of unit G.

t IHelenek, H.L. and Mose, D. 1976. Structure, petrology, and geochronology of the Precambrian rocks in the Central

Hudson Highlands: IN Johnson, J.H. (ed), Guidebook to Field Excursions, 48th Annual Meeting of the New York
Geological Association, pp B-I-I to B-I-27; Ratcliffe, N.M., USGS unpublished data.
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Table 10 shows the facies predictions made in the 1:35.000 scale photo analysis
of the West Point, New York, area; one prediction was correct (unit 0) and one was
partly correct (unit 1).

TABLE 10. Predicted facies compared to 3ctual facies for

the 1:35,000 scale West Point analysis

Mapping Unit Predicted Facies Actual Faciest

1 Lower amphibolite Granulite and upper
am phibolite

2 No prediction made Amphibolite
3 Lower amphibolite Granulite
4 Upper greenschist Amphibolite
5 Upper greenschist Amphibolite
6 Upper amphibolite Upper amphibolite

Table 11 summarizes the success achieved using the facies classification. In this
table, the predictions made in all three photo analyses are combined. A total of 16
predictions of metamorphic facies were made, but only two of them, or about 13 per-
cent, were correct. An additional two predictions were partly correct.^ ^ ^^^

TABLE 11. Success achieved using the facies classification

Numer of Percent % Partly Percent
iFacies Predictions Correct Correct Wrong

.,Pumpelleyite/prehnite 1 0 0 100
'.,Lower greenschist 2 50 50 0
".Upper green schist 5 0 0 100
' Lower amphibolite 3 0 0 100

Upper amphibolite 4 25 25 50
Amphibolite 1 0 0 100

' " IRatcliffe, USGS unpublished data.
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Formational Approach

Vermont Area. Table 12 shows the relations between photo mapping units and
geologic formations in the Vermont area. The only direct correlation on table 12 is
between the Zion Hill Quartzite (Unit C) and photo mapping unit 2. The multiple
relationships between the remaining formations and mapping units result from slight
differences in landform pattern owing partly to glacial action and partly to changes in
attitude and structural repetitiveness, e.g. the same formations are repeated acros- the
photos from east to west.

TABLE 12. Relations between photo mapping units and
geologic formations in the Vermont area

Photo Mapping Units:
Formations: 1 1 2 3 4 5 6

Biddie Knob Formation +
(A, slate and phyllite)

Mettawee slate (B) + + +
Zion Hill Quartzite (C) +
West Castleton Formation + + +• . (D, slate and phyllite)

~Most of the landform unit boundaries, however, correspond quite closely to for-

• mational boundaries on the geologic map (figure 18B; adapted from Zen. 1961). The
Biddie Knob Formation (unit A) was the only formation that was not discriminated,

:" at least in part, on the air photos. It was included as part of photo mapping unit 1,
*. which is formed primarily of the Mettawee slate. Both the Biddie Knob and the

SMettawee slate consist of similar pupeand genslates and phyllites, but they can be
... differentiated under magnification, and according to Zen (personal communication.

1982), the two have slightly different resistances to erosion; the Biddie Knob Formation
"" is slightly less resistant than the Mettawee slate. Discrepancies, as stated above, are due-
'- to changes in landform patterns. For instance, photo mapping unit 3 is composed of
b d ,.drumlins, a landfornm caused by glacial action that is independent of the underlying
i material...

Izen, E-an. 1961. "Stratigraphy and structure at the north end of the Taconic Range in west-central Vermont."
Geological Society of A metnca Bulletin, voL 72, pp. 293-338.
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Massachusetts Area. Table 13 shows the relationships between photo mapping
units and geologic formations in the Massachusetts area. Only two photo mapping units.
2c and 6, occur in more than one formation, but all formations, except the Egremont
Phyllite (unit B), contain at least three photo mapping units. In other words, although
the formational boundaries were delineated as landform boundaries in photo analysis,
more than one landform unit occurs in each formation. Some landform differences within
a formation result from glaciation; whereas, others are caused by changes in attitude or
dip.

TABLE 13. Relations between photo mapping units and geologic
formations in the Massachusetts area

Photo Mapping Units:
Formations: 1 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 4 5 6 7a 7b 8

Everett Formation + + +
(A, phyllite)

Egremont Phyllite (B) +^^^^Stockbridge Formation, + + + + + + 7
g member (C, marble)

*Stockbridge Formation, + + + +
" e member (D, marble) '

i The formations composed of marble were differentiated from the phyilite units .

4,on the photo mapping unit overlay, and in addition, two different marbles and two .
different phyllites were discriminated (figure 19; adapted from Zen and Hartshorn, '

*1966; and Zen and Ratcliffe, 1971). The Everett Formation (unit A) contains more 1
abundant and thicker sandy layers than the Egremont Phyllite (unit B), which explains -
why it has more topographic expression; it is more resistant to erosion. Similarly, the
numerous, thick dolostone layers in the g member of the Stockbridge Formation (unit .
C) makes it more resistant to erosion than the e member, which contains only small-,
amounts of thin-bedded dolostone. -

* lzen, E-an and Hartshorn, J.H. 1966. Geologic map of the Bashbish Falls quadrangle, Massachusetts. Connecticut,
and New York: U.S. Geological Survey GQ-507; Zen. E-an and Ratcliffe, N.M. 1971. Bedrock geology of the
Egremont quadrangle and adjacent areas, Berkshire County, Massachusetts and Columbia County, New York: U.S.

*Geological Survey Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations Map 1-628. Geologic mapping units i: (Stockbridge For-
mation. f member) and F (Walloomsac Formation) are not included in this table because of their snmall size.
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" DISCUSSIONn

Textural Classification ]

Names were chosen for most of the mapping units in the Vermont and West Point,
New York, areas by using the published identification criteria, which are based on rock
texture (Belcher and others, 1951; von Bandat, 1962; Way, 1973; Ehlen, 1983). As
stated previously, 21 predictions were made: 19 percent were correct; 14 percent
were partly correct; and 67 percent were wrong. In most cases, however, the choices
of names were questionable at best; the similarities between photo mapping unit des-
criptions and the published identification criteria were minimaL* In addition, the per-
centages of correct predictions were too low to be considered useful: 0 percent in the
Verir .nt area, 33 percent in the 1:1 20,000 scale West Point analysis, and 40 percent
in the 1:35,000 scale West Point analysis.

a The textural classification did not work very well, partly because the textures
within each area are quite similar and partly because identification criteria do not exist
for all the common textural rock types; phyllite, for instance, is not included. Attempting

* to fit rocks into a format that does not include them was like trying to fit square pegs
into round holes. Also, as pointed out previously (Ehlen, 1983), the published criteria
are incomplete and are not separated by climate, which would make a significant dif-
ference in their application. In addition, the effects of glaciation and of geologic struc-
ture on photo pattern are not adequately addressed in the published criteria.

The textural classification as defined by the published criteria was used most
successfully with metamorphic rocks of sedimentary, rather than igneous, origin. Tex- .
tural names were most easily and accurately selected for those rocks indicated to be of
sedimentary origin on the geologic maps. The reason for this is unknown, but it is pro-
bably related to the fact that identification is easier when photo patterns are more regular -

* and consistent; igneous rocks can be characterized by the absence of order or arrange-
ment in their photo patterns. In addition, this classification system was more successful
with higher grade rocks. At least some of the predictions of gneiss and schist were correct

m or partly correct; whereas, none of the predictions of slate or marble were correct. This
• probably results from the facts that the higher grade rocks are more extensive geographi-

.- cally and that glacial modifications are greater for the lower grade rocks.

*See i-hlcn, 1983. for an evaluation of the published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on aix photos.

i
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Facies Classification

There are two steps involved in using the facies classification on air photos. First.
the rocks must be ranked from lowest to highest in metamorphic grade, and second, the
position of the ranked series in relation to the facies classification as a whole must be
determined. This classification was tested in the Vermont area and in both analyses of
the West Point, New York, area.

Relative grade can be determined on air photos by evaluating the differences in
resistance to erosion of the mapping units (Allum, 1960-61; Ehlen, 1981, 1983). This
was done correctly for both of the West Point analyses, but not for the Vermont area.

.r. Variation in grade in the Vermont area is minimal, and the differences in landform"
pattern results primarily from lithology and glaciation, not grade. It is interesting to note^ ^^t-." the consistency with which the predictions in the 1:35,000 scale West Point analysis
were made; units 1 and 3, for instance, were predicted to be lower amphibolite facies,
but both are granulite facies. The predictions for units 4 and 5, that they are upper :

" greenschist facies, are equally consistent; both photo mapping units are amphibolite-.
[ .- fa cie s. .1

: At this point, there is no way to determine precisely, prior to verification, where
the range of ranked rocks lies in relation to the facies classification. This is shown well rt
in tables 8, 9, and 10 where only 13 percent of the predictions were correct. All the .

-" photo mapping units, except for one in the Vermont area, were placed incorrectly within
,. the facies classification. The range predicted for the Vermont area rocks was from lower-
'- greenschist to lower amphibolite facies; whereas, the rocks all belong to the lower green-"-
~schist facies. The reverse was true in the 1:1 20,000 scale West Point analysis; the pre-•
,i dicted range was the same as for the Vermont area, but the actual range. within the
-- amphibolite and granulite facies, was significantly higher. f

,.. The fact that the various facies were accurately discriminated, although not
-" identified on the 1:120,000 scale West Point photos suggests that a potential exists "

r..'.'.for using the facies classification in conjunction with air photo analysis. Because the goal
of this study is to identify metamorphic rocks on air photos by composition, this small
success is encouraging.
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Formational Approach

All three classification methods require careful and precise boundary determin-
ations. This process is much more important, however, when using the formational
approach because formations are defined in terms of their boundaries as well as lithology;
formations do not grade into one another in the same way that textures and facies do.
Once the boundaries are satisfactorily determined, rock names are applied usually using
the textural classification. The test of the formational approach in the photo analyses
of the Vermont and Massachusetts areas was quite successful. Greater success was
achieved in the Massachusetts area, however, where the effects of glaciation and geologic
structure are less pronounced and where lithic contrasts are greater.

The photo mapping unit boundaries in the Vermont area, although not exact,i~i are very close to the formation boundaries on the geologic map, except where obscured
~by glacial features. The fact that the mapping units are part of a repetitive sequence was
i not recognized in the photo analysis, e.g. photo mapping units 1, 3, and 6 are all the '

-" Mettawee slate. Because their landform patterns are slightly different, they were mapped.
' separately in the photo analysis. The names provided for the mapping units on the basis
." of the textural classification were wrong, partly because one of the two most common

rock types in the area, phyllite, is not included in the published criteria.

The photo mapping unit boundaries in the Massachusetts area are very accurate .
in comparison to the geologic maps of the area, indicating that metamorphic rocks can
be discriminated on air photos, at least where lithology is constant within the formation
and sharply different across formations. No rock names were predicted for the photo ,

." mapping units in the Massachusetts area, however, because heavy tree cover obscured•
i much of the drainage pattern as well as the photo tones and photo textures of many of

the mapping units. .''

~CONCLUSIONS
1. Of the three metamorphic rock classification schemes evaluated (textural, facies, .

• and formational), only the textural classification has potential for near-future use in
.. identifying specific metamorphic rock types by air photo interpretation procedures.

~2. Prior to this study, no work was done relating either the facies classification or-'
the formational approach to rock type identification on air photos.

~~a. There is potential for the use of the facies classification, based "

i" on evaluation of landform and drainage patterns, but only in-,
'" the long range, e.g. many man-years of research are required."

. b. The formational approach cannot be used to identify specific"
- rock type, and no basis for future use with reference to air

~photos was identified. ,I
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